Warwick Volunteers
Key Facts 2022–23

VOLUNTEERS WHO WOULD RECOMMEND VOLUNTEERING TO OTHERS

93%
Warwick Volunteers Annual Survey 2023

SCHOOLS
6

CHARITIES & COMMUNITY GROUPS
109

Local secondary/primary schools and local charities/community groups supported by volunteers

By volunteering, I can form connections with the community and bring about a tangible, positive change in people’s lives.

Dominik (UG) Management, WBS

For me, volunteering provides an exciting opportunity to meet new people, get to know your local community and shift away from the busy life of the University.

It is astonishing and enriching to see how simply contributing just a few hours of your time could make such a meaningful and positive impact on the local community.

Dragon (PGT) Msc Management of Information Systems and Digital Innovation, WBS

NET PROMOTER SCORE

73
The Volunteer Experience Survey and Warwick Volunteers Annual Survey 2023

8167 HOURS LOGGED
Volunteering hours logged by Student Volunteers

530 ACTIVE VOLUNTEERS
Leading a community project shed immense light into inner workings of the University, and accorded in memory passion of fellow students, and smiles of resident children. Much success is owed to the dedicated staff of Warwick Volunteers, whose noble goal to assist students in making a life by what they give, has achieved wholly in itself.

Kah Long Ng (UG) 2nd Year Economics

\[\text{Angel Wong (UG) 3rd Year Law}\]

Leading a part of the Warwick Volunteer’s student executive team is a wonderful experience that has not only enabled me to develop my skills in forward planning, leadership and communication, but also enabled me to produce a significant and positive impact on the surrounding community. My time at university has been greatly enriched by Warwick Volunteers through creating long lasting friendships whilst also participating in meaningful work.

Angel Wong (UG) 3rd Year Law

\[\text{GENDER}\]

\[\text{74% FEMALE}\]

\[\text{25% MALE}\]

\[\text{1% NON BINARY}\]

\[\text{NATIONALITY}\]

\[\text{41% UK}\]

\[\text{59% INTERNATIONAL}\]

Leading a community project shed immense light into inner workings of the University, and accorded in memory passion of fellow students, and smiles of resident children. Much success is owed to the dedicated staff of Warwick Volunteers, whose noble goal to assist students in making a life by what they give, has achieved wholly in itself.

Kah Long Ng (UG) 2nd Year Economics

\[\text{36 PROJECT LEADERS HAVE BEEN AWARDED THEIR CSP POINTS}\]

\[\text{248 students acquired Core Skills Points towards their Warwick Award after submitting their skills development reflection.}\]